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The long-awaited second edition of Norman Bigg's best-selling Discrete Mathematics, includes new

chapters on statements and proof, logical framework, natural numbers, and the integers, in addition

to updated chapters from the previous edition. Carefully structured, coherent and comprehensive,

each chapter contains tailored exercises and solutions to selected questions, and miscellaneous

exercises are presented throughout. This is an invaluable text for students seeking a clear

introduction to discrete mathematics, graph theory, combinatorics, number theory and abstract

algebra.
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This was the required text in a course I just took in discrete mathematics, and it is very lacking. The

descriptions are not detailed enough for first-time learners of the material. Biggs tries to cover very

many topics, and as such, doesn't cover any given topic thoroughly. The book feels like random

snapshots of various components of discrete mathematics, but not all of the snapshots are

representative of the topics to which they belong.For one group of chapters, Biggs discusses things

which are only really relevant or applicable in computer science (or, at the very least, given a

computer). This is to be expected - discrete mathematics and computer science go hand in hand.

Unfortunately, though, it does not appear that he is a practicing computer scientist - he omits the

names behind some of the famous algorithms, i.e. Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm and Prim's

minimum spanning tree algorithm. He ditches the minimum spanning tree problem and proceeds to



DFS without discussing Kruskal's algorithm. He also performs heap sort with a min order heap,

sorting elements in ascending order, which, as most computer science students should be able to

recognize, requirs linear-order extra space in order to copy the final array (as opposed to using a

max-order heap, which requires only constant space). He uses a seemingly FORTRAN-based

pseudocode, but omits symbols, adds more English words (as if FORTRAN didn't have enough),

and uses no comments.All in all, avoid this book if possible. For introductory-level discrete

mathematics, I would recommend
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